PRIMA EUROPE
FUND
We bring Creativity and
Flexibility into Real Estate
Investments
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Important Notice

Disclaimer

This document is intended for INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY and CONFIDENTIAL. It does
not constitute any efforts to actively solicit any investors or introduce any investment ideas.
The information contained/available herein is confidential and by accepting this Presentation, the recipient agrees not to copy, distribute, discuss, reproduce or pass
(in whole or in part) to another person, otherwise disclose this Presentation or the contents hereof (including the potential investment opportunity described) or any
other related information provided by the Fund Sponsor or by its agents to any person other than employees of the recipient evaluating this potential investment
prospect on the recipient’s behalf without the prior written consent of the STAG Asset Management.
This document is intended to provide information only and is not intended to be construed as a solicitation for the sale of any particular investment. It does not have
regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, and particular needs of, and does not represent investment advice or personal recommendation to,
any person. Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value of and income from investments. The value of investments and their income can go
down as well as up and could rise or fall dramatically. The Disclosing Party cannot be held responsible in such cases. Investors may not get back the full amount
invested. If you have any doubt about the suitability of investments for you, you should consult your Financial Advisor. The information contained herein employs
proprietary projections of expected returns as well as estimates of their future volatility. The relative relationships and forecasts contained herein are based upon
proprietary research and are developed through analysis of historical data and capital markets theory, for all due effects’ being indicative. These estimates have
certain inherent limitations, and unlike an actual performance record, they do not reflect actual trading, liquidity constraints, fees and other costs, that may suffer
variation. References to future returns are not affiance or even estimates of actual returns a client portfolio may achieve. The forecasts contained herein are for
illustrative purposes only and are not to be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation.
While the information contained herein has been obtained from various sources, but not guaranteed, to be reliable, the Fund Manager does not represent that it is
accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. No person has been authorized to give any information or make any representation or warranty
regarding the subject matter hereof, either express or implied, and, if given or made in this Presentation, in other materials, verbally or by any other means, such
information, representation or warranty cannot and should not be relied upon nor is any representation or warranty made as to the accuracy, content, suitability or
completeness of the information, analysis or conclusions or any information furnished in connection herewith contained in this Presentation and it is not to be relied
upon as a substitute for independent review of the underlying documents, available due diligence information and such other information as prospective investors
may deem appropriate or prudent to review.
This Presentation is solely for information purposes, under no circumstances is it to be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any
security or other interest in the Fund. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to be binding against, or to create any obligations, rights or commitment on the
part of, any interested counterparty and the Fund Manager. The Fund Manager reserves the right, in its sole and absolute discretion with or without notice, to at any
time alter or terminate the terms or conditions of this Presentation and the Fund* and/or to alter or terminate the terms relating to potential investments described
herein. Potential investors are not to construe this Presentation as investment, legal or tax advice and the Fund does not assume or owe any duties to recipients
hereof nor shall it have any liability to recipients for the contents hereof. Prior to fulfilling any potential investment, potential investors should, at their own expense,
consult with their own legal, investment, accounting, regulatory, tax and other advisors to determine the consequences of the potential investment opportunity
described herein and to hash out an independent evaluation of such potential investment opportunity.

A STAG Asset Managers Fund

Advised by:

There is no guarantee for the investors in the preservation of the invested capital, or in relation to the profitability of its investment, therefore existing a risk of total
loss of the investment; the investment in this Fund is subject to the risk of changes in the prices of the assets comprised in the respective portfolio; the investment in
this Fund is indirectly exposed to the risk of political instability or changes in tax conditions; reimbursement of participation units shall occur upon liquidation of the
Fund; the participation units are not traded in the market and the sale and liquidity of such would depend on private deals/placements of such, in case the units are
requested to be solved; investors of the Fund are exposed to a number of factors that influence the value of real estate investments, such as changes in property
prices, location and quality, and to the financial capacity of tenants, with respect to investments intended for rental; the investment is subject to the investees
companies credit risk, which in adverse situations may not fulfil all its liabilities to third parties.
The Fund is subject to material risks which are set forth in detail in the Fund’s confidential private placement memorandum. Such risks include, but are not limited
to, those risks associated with investing in assets in Portugal and other selected countries, as well as investing in a concentrated portfolio of real estate and real
estate-related assets. The Fund has no operating history and is subject to limited regulatory oversight. There is no assurance that the Fund will be able to meet its
investment objective. The Fund may use leverage at the level of companies it invests into which leverage presents opportunities for increasing the Fund’s returns,
but also has the effect of potentially increasing losses as well. Offers and sales of interests in the Fund will not be registered under the laws of any jurisdiction and will
be made solely to qualified investors under all applicable laws.
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Investment
Alternatives
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Investment Dilemma: Risk vs Return

High
Return

Investment
Alternatives

Capital at risk
20% target annual
return

Downside Protection
Limited
Upside (max 10%)
Property convertion
(optional)
Diversified
Limited
Downside Risk
Upside
Potential

VC
Start-up
Funds

Prima
Junior
High
Risk

Equities

Next
Measured
Risk

Debt

Commercial

Instrument

Property

Prima
Senior
Low Risk
Residential

Property

Low
Return

Government

bonds

Low Risk
Confidential

High Risk
Source: Market research with internal assumptions about Prima and Next expected returns and risks of the underlying assets
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Tailor Made Investment Alternatives

Investment
Alternatives

Advised Funds
Minimum Tranches (€)

Confidential

Prima Junior
500.000

Next (open)
200.000

Prima Senior
150.000

Prima Senior+Real Estate
150.000
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PRIMA
EUROPE FUND
Executive Summary

Unique and most flexible investment instrument. Prima Europe Fund
proudly offers the most creative investment instrument on the
Portuguese market. You can choose how much return and risk you want
to take.
Expansion of an already successful brand born in Lisbon. Prima Europe
Fund will finance the expansion of Prima Collection, an existing and
successful brand with 6 locations in Lisbon. The brand will be expanding
to 25 locations in Europe within the next 5 years.
Targeting to become a leading brand in Europe. Prima brand is
completely redesigned for progressive nomads in the lifestyle branded
residence segment of the market where there is no international brand
yet. The brand redesign is leaded by worldwide experts.
Not just an investment. The aim is to create a community for progressive
nomads where they can stay, work, socialize, unwind and be entertained.
All investors will enjoy Prima membership’s benefits, in a growing
number of locations and different experiences to choose from.
Management team’s impressive track-record. Stag and Optylon Krea’s
combined expertise in fund management, investment advisory market,
extensive knowledge of the Mediterranean real estate market and vast
international network with over 400 investors from 32 countries, truly
make us the best partner to rely on for your next investment.

Confidential
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Prima
Europe Fund

Prima Europe Fund

Diversified
Assets with
a Focus on
Branded
Residences
Prima Fund is a 2-tranches
venture capital investment
fund investing in Prima
Collection developments, a
serviced-apartment brand
structured by Optylon Krea
dedicated to the RCBI market.

Confidential
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Prima Europe Fund

Prima Europe Fund will focus on high yielding hospitality
assets part of the Prima Collection brand.
Prima Collection, born in Lisbon in 2017, currently holds 3 on
market projects, while 3 additional Lisbon prime locations
under the renewed brand concept are to be released in the
coming years. The brand will also expand to other
Mediterranean markets as of 2022.
Always located on the best touristic locations, Prima
Collection high-end apartments offer the luxury of a firstclass hotel in the comfort of a home.
All branded apartments offer state-of-the-art design, hotellike amenities, and a wide range of on-demand services.

Confidential
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Delivered / Prima Collection First Generation

Lisbon Projects

Upcoming / Prima Collection 2.0

LISBON SQUARE

ALEXANDRE
HERCULANO

SAO NICOLAU

SANTA JUSTA

DOURADORES

TERMINAL K

CASTLE S.
JORGE

AVENIDA DA
LIBERDADE

RUA
AUGUSTA

PRAÇA DO
COMÉRCIO
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Prima Europe Fund

A diversified fund, both
portfolio wise and
geographically, focused on
branded residences

Current Market

Confidential

Potential Market

▪

Investment in prime commercial assets including but
not limited to hotels, apart-hotels, serviced-apartments
and co-living concepts.

▪

Geographical focus on Portugal, mainly Lisbon, as well
as other European cities such as Madrid, Barcelona,
Milan, Athens & Istanbul with excellent investment &
growth potential.

▪

Opportunistic
investments
targeting
to
take
advantage of the expected rebound in such cities, post
Covid-19.

▪

Targeting distressed assets in touristic locations of
Greece and Turkey
12

Prima Europe Fund

Hassle Free and Optimal Investment
Investing in a Venture Capital Fund requires smaller initial investment from the investor and
increases tax optimization

Tax Efficient

Highly regulated

Easy to handle

Diversification

No income tax on
distributions and capital
gains in fund investments
for non-tax residents
versus 28% to be paid on
rental income and capital
gains in direct property
investments

Investment Funds are
duly regulated by the
Portuguese Capitals
Market (“CMVM”) and
transparent vehicles

Unlike investing in a
property, the Fund
option doesn’t
require maintenance
fees, insurances and
management efforts

The Fund option
reduces risks for the
investors, as it allows a
diversified portfolio
investment strategy

Confidential
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Prima Europe Fund

Summary
Terms
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Investment Type

Investment in participation units of a CMVM regulated venture capital fund

Fund Name

Prima Fund

Investment Scope

SPVs that invest in apartments for branded residences and its brand “Prima
Collection” and to its expansion in the Mediterranean market, also in SPV’s
holding these projects

Subscription Period

18 months (until December 2022)

Fund Size

€150 million (maximum)

Junior Equity

€37,5 million (maximum)

Senior Equity

€112,5 million (maximum)

Fund Manager

STAG Fund management SCR S.A. (“STAG”)

General Partner

Optylon Krea LDA (“OK”)

General Partner Commitment (1)

€1 million (Junior Equity)

Depository Bank

Banco Millennium bcp, Banco Comercial Português, S.A. (“Millennium”)

Auditor

BDO & Associados, SROC, LDA

Investment size (2)

€150,000 for Senior Equity, €500,000 for Junior Equity

Fees & Expenses (3)

1.60% per annum

Subscription Fee (4)

1.23% over the investment amount (one-off)

Term

6 years (extendable twice for a 1-year period)

Exit

End of Term sale of individual assets or entire portfolio

(1) Commitment will be invested in the proportion of the raised Junior trench (1M € for 37,5M €)
(2) For the Golden Visa program, please note that the minimum investment is 500,000€
(3) Calculated for a regular year, with a fund size of €120 million at 1.63%., including all regulatory fees and an estimation of legal fees
(4) With a minimum of €2,000 and maximum €7,500
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Prima Europe Fund
Investor
1

Fund
Structure

Investor
2

Investor
3

Investor
…

Investor
1

Senior Equity
tranche

Investor
2

Investor
…

Junior Equity
tranche

75%

25%

The Fund

Companies* holding and
developing assets (Pays fixed
yearly interest and/or development
profit to the Fund)

Prima Brand &
Operating companies*

(Pays dividends to the Fund and
brand value created at the exit)

* Companies (SPV’s) may be using leverage

Confidential
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Prima Europe Fund

Become partner of a global brand
Two types of investors are combined within Prima Europe fund, with the same vision, but with
different risk profiles

Junior*
Investor

Senior*
Investor
Confidential

Profile

Yearly Distribution

Target Return

Free Stay

They are willing to
take a risk, but
looking for higher
returns

No distribution
expectation, they are
looking for the upside
of the brand and
profits from
investments

Target 20% p.a. net return,
their capital is junior to
senior investors, below 10%
they take the downside
risk, but they take the
upside above 10%

Benefit from a
one week stay in
any Prima
Collection from
day 1

Profile

Yearly Distribution

Target Return

Free Stay

They are looking
for a safe
investment, with
low risk/return
expectation

Target 2,5% p.a. net
return, they have first
priority on yearly
distributions. Return
distribution from the
day 1

Their capital is senior to
Junior investors. Below
10%, Junior Equity takes
the risk, above 10%, Junior
Equity takes the upside

Benefit from a
one week stay in
any Prima
Collection from
day 1
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Prima Europe Fund

Junior, Senior and General Partners Return Analysis*
292%

300%
250%
200%
150%

Accumulated
Returns (%)

Target
Return
Sensitivity
Analysis

350%

84%

100%
50%

5%

5%

5%

0%

0% 0%

25%

10% 10%

25%

25%

-10%

-50%
-100%

15%
-10%

50% 50%

-50%-50%
-90%-90%

-150%

Senior Return

Junior Return

General Partner Return

Standard Ticket Size
Overall Fund Capital Gain
* Target returns are
calculated for €500,000
invested 6 years
* Target return accumulated.
is net of fund expenses and
with the assumption of a
capital gain at the exit and no
leverage use
* There is no guarantee that
the target rate of return will
be achieved
* Senior Yearly Dividend
Distribution target in 2.5%
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-30%
-30%
75,000.00 €
-30%
-50,000.00 €

-20%
-20%
75,000.00 €
-20%
-50,000.00 €

-10%
-10%
75,000.00 €
-10%
-50,000.00 €

0%
0%
75,000.00 €
0%
0.00 €

10%
10%
75,000.00 €
10%
50,000.00 €

20%
20%
75,000.00 €
20%
50,000.00 €

30%
30%
75,000.00 €
30%
50,000.00 €

25,000.00 €
-30%
-450,000.00 €

25,000.00 €
-20%
-250,000.00 €

25,000.00 €
-10%
-50,000.00 €

75,000.00 €
0%
0.00 €

125,000.00 €
10%
50,000.00 €

125,000.00 €
20%
250,000.00 €

125,000.00 €
30%
422,312.65 €

Senior Return (Overall Return)

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

15.0%

25.0%

25.0%

25.0%

Junior Return (Overall Return)

-90.0%

-50.0%

-10.0%

0.0%

10.0%

50.0%

84.5%

General Partner (Overall Return)

-90.0%

-50.0%

-10.0%

0.0%

10.0%

50.0%

292.1%

Senior Dividends per ticket
Senior Capital Gain per ticket
Senior Return per ticket
Junior Return per ticket
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Prima Europe Fund

Pipeline

Confidential
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Prima Europe Fund

Pipeline

Signed Deals

Lisbon Square
Alcântara, Lisbon

The Alcantara Property is located in Alcantara
which is only 10 minutes away from both the
historical center and Belem, the two key
touristic and cultural centers of Lisbon. The
area is undergoing a profound revitalization
process thanks to massive investments in
infrastructures and new developments from
both the public and private sectors.
The first phase of this mixed-use project of
4,862 sqm will give life to a ServicedApartment complex of 86 units built around a
private garden with a rooftop restaurant,
wellness centre, business lounge and some
retail. Delivery is foreseen in 2025.

Confidential

Alexandre Herculano
Av. da Liberdade, Lisbon

Terminal K
Alfama, Lisbon

Located one block from Avenida da
Liberdade, Herculano building benefits from
a prime location. This majestic boulevard
with its mature trees, large sidewalks and
flagship retail brands is popularly referred to
as the Champs Élysées of Lisbon.

Strategically located between Baixa (Lisbon’s
historical centre) and Alfama, and only a
minute walk from both the Santa Apolonia
multimodal station and Lisbon’s new Cruise
ship Terminal, the asset represents a rare
opportunity to develop a one of a kind mixeduse/hotel project downtown Lisbon.

The project consists of a complete
rehabilitation of the existing building into a
2,429 sqm high-end Apart-Hotel complex of
42 units that will preserve the historical and
architectural elements of the original 1889
building. Delivery is foreseen in 2023.

This 7,000 sqm project will create a new hotelapartment complex of 74 units from T0 to T1
as well as 1,004 sqm of retail area (up to 5 retail
spaces) meant to attract flagship F&B and
concept stores. Delivery is foreseen in 2025.

Note : Some of the investments may be made in co-investment with other funds advised by OptylonKrea or where OptylonKrea is a shareholder
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Prima Europe Fund

Lisbon Square
Alcântara, Lisbon

Lisbon Square is a
neighbourhood inside a
neighbourhood. The
development aims to revitalize
an entire area in the heart of
Alcântara, giving a new life
and vocation to a long
abandoned industrial
complex.
Confidential
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Prima Europe Fund

Herculano

Av. da Liberdade,
Lisbon

The project is located steps
away from Avenida da
Liberdade, the main and most
prestigious boulevard of
Lisbon which connects
Marquês de Pombal
roundabout with the heart of
Lisbon. The building, with its
high ceilings, abundant
windows and unique
ornaments, has lots to offer.
Confidential
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Prima Europe Fund

Terminal K

Alfama, Lisbon

Terminal K will be fully
rehabilitated into a hotel
apartment complex being
located inside Lisbon’s
Historical City, in front of newly
built cruise terminal – one of
the most important entrance
door of the city and steps away
form Lisbon Downtown
Confidential
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Marquês
de
Pombal

Prima Fund Pipeline
Lisbon Map
Delivered / Prima Collection First Generation
Upcoming / Prima Collection 2.0
Campo
de
Ourique

ALEXANDRE
HERCULANO
Townhouse

SANTA JUSTA
Townhouse
DOURADORES
Townhouse

Alfama
Historical
Center
Lapa
LISBON SQUARE
Hub
LISBON SQUARE
Hub
SAO NICOLAU
Townhouse

TERMINAL K
Hub

Alcântara

Bélem
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Prima Europe Fund

Pipeline

Athens (Townhouse)

Greece

The project consists of 16 serviced-residences
spread into 2 buildings ready to operate
under the Prima Collection brand. The
premises also include a gym and an exclusive
garden.

Istanbul (Hub)
Turkey

Potential Investments – new
markets
Comporta(Resort)

The asset is located in a prime location in the
heart of the city, in Karakoy, next to
Galataport the new waterfront up and
coming destination with shops, restaurants,
bars and museums.
The Project willl be developed as an exclusive
Prima hub, including 20 apartments plus
various facilities, such as a concept hub, cool
working spaces and private dining areas, and
a restaurant.

Confidential

Portugal

Comporta was referred as the ‘‘Portugal’s Best
Secret beach spot’’ in a recent article
published by Condé Nast Traveller. The
peaceful region is characterised by rural
towns, wild Atlantic beaches and raw
landscape: vineyards, rice fields and forests
tumbling down hillsides. Comporta strikes out
on its own path. It is unlike anywhere you
have been before.
The project is located in Comporta area, which
is about an hour's drive from Lisbon. The
project consists of a closed resort with stateof.-the-art amenities, located only a few
minutes walk from the beach.
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Prima Europe Fund

FUND
Dec’22
(18 months)
Subscription Closed

June ‘21
Subscription
Open

2026
Sales
Process
Starts

Timeline
Growth (6 years)

Inception / Investment

June’
2028
End of
Fund
Term

2027-2029
Fund Exit

Exit

Y1

Y2

Potential Extension

GOLDEN VISA INVESTOR*
Day 0
Decision
Made

*The proposed timeline is in line with the
current deadlines established by the
public entities supervising the GV
process. STAG is not responsible for any
delay on the process which is exclusively
dependent on third-parties.

6-8 weeks
Investment
into the Fund/
GV Application

4-6 months
GV
Approval
(5 years
Starts here)

Investment

Y1
1st
Visa Renewal

Y3
2nd
Visa Renewal

Growth (6 years)

2028+
Y5
Money
Passport
Application Release

Exit

Y1

Y2

Potential Extension
4-6 weeks
GV Biometrics

Confidential
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A simple process for investing in the Fund and to become eligible for
Golden Visa

Client appoints
a legal counsel

Step 1
Client decides
to invest

Confidential

Step 2

Client transfers
money from its
personal
account to
Fund account

Client signs all the
Fund documents

Step 3
Client opens a
personal bank
account in
Portugal

Step 4

Step 5
The Fund
manager performs
KYC and approves
the Investor

Step 6

Step 7
The Fund manager
issues
necessary
statement for
Golden Visa
application
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BRANDED RESIDENCES

Resilient sector with strong future growth prospects

Overview of the
branded residences
sector

Sources: Savills, Graham Associates, JLL.

Four Seasons Private Residences, Madrid Spain
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Branded Residences

Resilient sector with strong
future growth prospects

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Evolution of branded schemes, cumulative

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

▪ Branded residences can achieve a premium of 31% , on
average, over equivalent non-branded properties
▪ The global branded residences increased by 170% over the last
decade

Ritz Carlton Residences, Cyprus

Porsche Design Tower, Miami

▪ Growth in the market is supported by the entrance of new
brands from the art, fashion, design and celebrity worlds
▪ Historically, the branded residence sector was dominated by
North America, but the share of North America is expected to
drop to c.30% levels

One and Only Kéa Island, Greece

Pharell William’s Untitled Residence, Toronto

▪ Total number of brands has risen more than two-fold to 130 in
the last decade
The Residences at Hyatt Regency, Lisbon

Confidential

Mandarin Oriental Etiler, Istanbul
Sources: Savills, Graham Associates, JLL.
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A closer look at
Europe

Portugal, Turkey and Spain’s share
continues to grow with many projects in
the pipeline.
According to V-P of Residential at Four Seasons,
there is substantial potential for Europe as “branded
residences remain underrepresented”.
The share of Mediterranean market is expected to
reach 50% of the European market and close to 10%
of the global market in the coming years.
European countries by number of developments
25
20

Completed

Pipeline

15
10
5
0
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Sources: Savills, Graham Associates, JLL.
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Prima Europe Fund

New Trends and
Post-Covid
Recovery

▪

Branded residences have proven to be more resilient in the property market (fewer
serviced apartment properties have had to close compared to hotels)

▪

Covid could give Resort schemes a boost, as people are seeking for larger spaces and
outdoors

▪

Democratisation: Increasing demand for more affordable luxury, 4-star offer targeting
Millennials and families

▪

Shift in how buyers are using their secondary home: More off-season, Longer periods and
Looking for a Remote-work base

▪

New Design trends: Private terraces and gardens, additional bedroom with flexibility to use as
office, home gym, etc. New apps developed to allow in room and other personalized services.
Sources: Savills, Graham Associates, JLL.
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Sources: Savills, Graham Associates, JLL.
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PRIMA COLLECTION

A lifestyle serviced apartment brand born in Lisbon

Delivered / Prima Collection First Generation

Lisbon Projects

Upcoming / Prima Collection 2.0

LISBON SQUARE

ALEXANDRE
HERCULANO

SAO NICOLAU

SANTA JUSTA

DOURADORES

TERMINAL K

CASTLE S.
JORGE

AVENIDA DA
LIBERDADE

RUA
AUGUSTA

PRAÇA DO
COMÉRCIO
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Prima Collection Apartments are amongst the best rated accommodations in Lisbon
9.2 average rating and great reviews
on Booking.com

Confidential

4.92/5 stars and Superhost status
on Airbnb
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Prima Collection First Generation

SANTA JUSTA
79

Prima Collection First Generation

SAO NICOLAU
119

Prima Collection First Generation

DOURADORES

1

Prima Collection 2.0
Your Travel Life Companion

Prima Collection 2.0

Redefines the standards of Branded Residences
Comfort of a home
Quality spaces, trendy interior design,
access to technology, anything you
need to feel at home

Great food
In each city, a combination of great
Café with a cool Mediterranean
restaurant,
with the possibility to book private
dining rooms or to benefit from inroom dining services

Wellness & Health
Gym in Hubs / Resorts and
SPA only in Resort Locations
Personal Trainers

Confidential

Personal Assistant
Concierge services, travel assistance,
advice from local bloggers on new city
trends, ateliers, to dos and not to dos

International presence

Possibility to access to
international sites & facilities, being
part of a membership & exchange
program

Cool working
Co-working lounges and private
meeting rooms with access to
the business world in any Prima
Collection location
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Prima Collection 2.0

Signature Social Functions
Concept Hub

Curated lifestyle area
cultivating an
authentic local
experience mixing
commerce, food and
culture

Gym

Home-styled exercise
area with state-ofthe-art equipment,
studios and a vitamin
bar

Confidential

Rentable Living
Room

Neighbourhood's new
living-working space
designed to become
the daily life enhancer
of residents, transients
and day users

Extended Living

Customized
extensions of a home
for general everyday
use as well as private
events
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Prima Collection 2.0

Built around the needs of a new generation of travellers:
Progressive Nomad (Pro-Mads)

Community
Driven

Confidential

Genuine,
Authentic,
Tasteful &
Playful

Looking for high
Standards,
Comfort, Quality,
while not
sacrificing
Locality

Looking for
Simplicity &
Essential at
highest Quality

Environmentally
conscious &
Purpose driven

Leisure

Switched from
business to
Leisure frequently
and instantly
41

Prima Collection 2.0

Guest Journey

Short-Term Hub Guest

Guest books an
apartment to their
needs
specifications
Confidential

They are
welcomed to the
Hub

Gets settled into
the apartment

Eats lunch while
working at the F&B
Hub

Meets up with
friends to drink at
the bar

Takes home a
local craft from
the Concept Hub
42

Prima Collection 2.0

Guest Journey

Long-Term Townhouse Guest

Guest books an
apartment to their
needs
specifications
Confidential

Gets settled into
the apartment

Schedules
laundry pick up
from the App

He is a regular at
the Hub Gym

He throws dinner
parties for his coworkers at the
Extended Living Room

Takes home
charcuterie and
tapas
43

Prima Collection 2.0

Moodboard

Accommodation Unit

Confidential
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International
Expansion Strategy

Prima Collection 2.0

Business Expansion
Strategy

Phase 1
Phase 2

Country

City Target

Summer/Gateway Locations

Portugal

Lisbon, Porto

Comporta, Algarve

Spain

Barcelona, Madrid

Mallorca

Greece

Athens

Greek Islands

Turkey

Istanbul

Bodrum, Urla

Phase 1

Phase 2 (possibility to expand to other markets after 5 years)

Confidential

Italy

Rome, Milan, Florence

Sicily

France

Paris, Bordeaux

Corsica

Germany

Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Frankfurt

UK

London

Belgium

Brussels

Netherlands

Amsterdam

Russia

Moscow
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Prima Collection 2.0

A brand reinvented by innovative partners

Prima’s Expert Team
▪ Founded in 1984 in London,
Servotel is a leading boutique
consulting practice with an
unsurpassed depth of experience,
research-based know-how and a
highly selective client base,
including investors, developers,
hotel companies and financial
institutions.
▪ The company's decades of
experience spans the main areas of
activity such as tourism, recreation,
residential real estate and office
projects in 43 countries.

Confidential

▪ Blacksheep are a multi-disciplinary
creative studio designing complete
guest experiences in the hospitality
sector using nonconforming,
original creativity to transform
brands and spaces.

▪ Over 18 years of experience within
the hospitality sector, Blacksheep is
a Marriott, Accor, TUI, Hilton
approved consultant.
▪ Blacksheep won 28 awards for
Design projects over the years.

▪ Skills and experience in brand
strategy, graphic design, interior
design, architecture and digital.

▪ Launched in 2001, focusing on the
hospitality industry, creating
thoughtful and engaging
architecture, brands, products, and
environments.
▪ AvroKO has earned a reputation as
one of the most innovative design
firms in the field and won multiple
awards
▪ The firm has grown to four offices
(NYC, Bangkok, San Francisco, and
London) working on projects across
22 countries in 32 cities, launched
over a dozen company ownedand-operated restaurants, and
created a furniture and lighting
company.
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Prima Collection 2.0

A brand reinvented by innovative partners

Leading Consultancy in
Global Hospitality & Real
Estate Development
37 years experience
Many clients
43 countries

Confidential
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Prima Collection 2.0

A brand reinvented by innovative partners

Confidential

‘‘Changing perceptions means
changing how things are
done.’’
Blacksheep’s aim is to create a
positive impact on businesses
and brands by encouraging
them to think and act
differently.’
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Prima Collection 2.0

A brand reinvented by innovative partners

Designing the next generation
of hospitality excellence
" This design firm, one of the
most famous in the industry, is
who you expect to knock it out
of the park. every time."
-EATER-

60

projects

Confidential

21

countries

420+

employees
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Why Us?
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The Team

Your investment in good hands
Prima Fund’s Expert Team
FUND MANAGER

• STAG is a Venture Capital Fund
Manager, based in the city of Lisbon in
Portugal.
• STAG´s team of professionals have over
70 years combined experience in
dealing with private equity, corporate
restructuring and corporate finance.
The objective is always to optimise each
project and help ensure that each one
realises its full potential.

• STAG Fund Management, SCR, S.A. is a
management company of Private
Equity and Venture Capital Funds. The
company is registered and subject to
supervision by the Portuguese
Securities Market Commission (CMVM).

Confidential

FUND ADVISOR

DEPOSITORY BANK

▪ A Pan-Mediterranean real estate
development and investment
management company based in
Lisbon since 2016 and Istanbul since
2000.

▪ Millennium bcp is Portugal's largest
private sector banking institution, with a
leading position and particular strength
in various financial products, services
and market segments.

▪ Vast experience in the Portuguese
hospitality market - managing over
470 third-party apartment,
developing its own Proptech
platform, and launching the notorious
luxury serviced-apartment brand
Prima Collection

▪ The Group provides a wide variety of
banking services and financial activities
in Portugal and abroad, where it is
present in Poland, Switzerland,
Mozambique, Angola (through its
associate BMA) and China.

▪ The Group has won prestigious
international awards over the years,
such as Best residential development
project

▪ At the end of June 2021, the bank had
458 branches in Portugal, serving over
2.4 million Customers. At the group level
the bank has 1,334 branches, and serves
more than 5.9 million Customers.
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The Team

Established expertise in the management of Capital Markets
Regulated Funds and Asset Management
STAG is a Portuguese Fund Management Company, part of the wider Dixcart Group
(http://www.dixcart.com), an international wealth advisor based in the UK with 50 years
of experience.
Currently with 7 Venture Capital Funds under management, STAG is led by an
experienced team with an asset management, investment banking and consultancy
background. STAG’s team of professionals have over 70 years combined experience in
dealing with private equity, corporate restructuring and corporate finance. The
objective is always to optimize each project and help ensure that each one realizes its
full potential.

We focus investing in private equity and venture capital, from countries across the
world. The innovative and ambitions projects in which our funds invest have the
ability to change the way we live.
The funds that we manage offer a strong potential for growth and the capacity to
make a difference in our society and people’s lives. Global Banking & Finance
Awards recognized Stag Fund Management in several key areas. Stag won the 2021
Global Banking & Finance Awards for Best New Private Equity Fund Manager
Portugal 2021 and The Next 100 Global Awards – Private Equity Manager.
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A Highly Qualified Team Committed to Excellence
Sean Dowden

President of the
Board of Directors

Opened the Dixcart Group office
in Malta over a decade ago and
managed to expand the business
▪ Created the Dixcart Malta Trust
Company (Elise Trustees Ltd) as
well
as
Dixcart
Fund
Administrators Malta Ltd
▪ Significant experience in dealing
with fund managers, custodian
banks and regulators
▪ Work experience in international
financial
accounting
and
management systems (KPMG
South Africa and Barclays PLC
London)
▪

António
Pereira

Diogo Saraiva

Board Member

V.P. of the Board
of Directors

5 years experience at Dixcart
Portugal,
a
Private
Wealth
Management firm with strong
exposure
to
international
markets, in which he actively
monitored, advised and provided
consultancy services in the
implementation
of
various
corporate,
real
estate
and
financial investments
▪ Vast
experience
in
various
procedures of due diligence and
risk assessment of investments
(including venture capital), of
clients
and
business
counterparties
▪

Gisela Martins

•

•
•

•

Over 20 years’ experience as a
lawyer, specialized in corporate
and tax law, mergers and
acquisitions, and commercial
contracts.
Regularly acts on a broad range
of domestic and cross-border
transactions
Extensive experience in providing
advice and counselling on the
taxation of high net worth
individuals
‘AML’ and ‘KYC’ procedures, due
diligence, and risk assessment
knowledge gained working at a
Private Wealth Management
Company..

Head of
investments

Established and managed two
Asset Management Licenses. He
managed more than €1billion of
assets under management.
▪ Work experience for a major
Private Equity institution in
Portugal and for a Millennium
Investment Bank, as a Senior
Manager.
▪ Has been a guest speaker at
several
conferences
in;
Luxembourg, Belgium, Angola
and Portugal.
▪
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A Pan-European group with
over €1.7 billion investment
advised*

TURKEY

PORTUGAL

18

20*

Projects in Turkey &
1 in Romania

€1.3b

€480m

890k sqm

102k sqm

Gross Development
Value

Private Area

2

Funds managed
*Included advised deals for STAG and other fund manager

Projects in
Portugal

Gross Development
Value

Private Area

4

Funds managed

*Some Assets acquired through Funds managed by STAG Fund Management and other fund manager
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Partners with a solid Expertise and Track Record
Hakan Kodal
Chairman

William Tonnard
President & COO

Charles Wanecq
CEO

Dilek Arditi
CIO

▪

30 years of experience in real estate
development and investment
banking

▪

12 years of experience in real estate
development and investment
banking

▪

12 years of experience in real estate
development and investment
banking

▪

24 years of experience in real estate
business development, investment
management and banking.

▪

Founder and Chairman of many
Real Estate Associations in Turkey
from 1999 to 2012

▪

▪

Investment banker in Garanti
Investment Bank and Coopers &
Lybrand in Paris (1991-1997) and
CEO of Yapı Kredi Koray, a Turkish
REIT listed in Istanbul (1997-2006)

5 years of experience in banking at
BNP Paribas Hong Kong, in the
Global Equities and Commodity
Derivatives division

▪

▪

Exotic trader in Paris at SGCIB and
Financial engineer on structured
products in at Société Générale
New York

▪

Co-Founder of Optylon in 2014, a
real estate focused private equity
company based in Lisbon and
Founding Partner of LovelyStay, a
tech startup, developing software
dedicated to the short-term rental

▪

Co-Founder of Optylon in 2014, a
real estate focused private equity
company based in Lisbon and
Founding Partner of LovelyStay, a
tech startup, developing software
dedicated to the short-term rental

Treasury sales and corporate
banking in JPMorgan Chase Turkey
(1996-2002) and Consultant to
Akbank American Express in
strategic planning and business
development (2003-2005)

▪

Real estate fund management,
legal and tax configuration,
investment management and
project finance in Krea Real Estate
since 2007.

▪

Founder Chairman of Krea Real
Estate (2006)
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The Team

Developed 7 branded residences projects with
extensive facilities in Turkey and Portugal

Previous
Branded
residence
experience

Confidential

Clubhouse, restaurant, café, Spa, gym, outdoor and indoor
pools, kids play areas, movie theatre, etc..
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The Team

LOVELYSTAY

YAMBA

Providing superior short-term property
management services in Portugal

A success story Powered by Optylon Group

LovelyStay, the sister company of Optylon Capital, is a leading
property manager in Portugal that manages more than 500 third
party apartments. Services including custom made online listing
across major rental platforms, check-ins/outs, cleanings and
maintenance.

Yamba Beach Club, opened in 2019 as the result of a partnership with
Optylon Group, and became Lisbon’s Go-to place for a multi-sensorial
beach experience in the city. In July 2020, it was named as one of the
Best Beach Clubs in the world by Conde Nast Traveller.

ACHIEVEMENTS

100,000+

ACHIEVEME
NTS
45,000+
Reservations
Managed

Confidential

140,000+
Guests
Welcomed

€ 20M+

€ 9M+

Generated to
Owners
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All Golden Visa eligible Funds advised by OptylonKrea since 2017,
represent a total amount of over €140 Million equity

2020 market leader
in golden visa
eligible fundraising

12%

Share in
Portuguese
Golden Visa
Investments
in 2020

€52m
Total capital
raised in 2020

50%

Share in
Venture
Capital Fund
category

UK
4%

USA
16%

Investors from
19 different
countries

Russia
5%
Turkey
31%

Brazil
6%

149

Source: Market data from SEF, Company Information
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Over 400 Investors from 32 different countries

India
6%

Hong Kong
12%

South Africa
5%

Other Investors from:

Argentina, Algeria, Australia, Azerbaijan, Canada, China, Egypt, Indonesia, Israel, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kenya, Lebanon, Malay sia, Mexico,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Taiwan, UAE
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The Team

Commercial Fund 1 *
2017

Previous
Fund
Advisory
Experience

BAIXA / Lisbon

The first commercial fund has been established in December 2017 and
did its first closing during Q1-2018, a 7-year closed-end fund with a
minimum investment size of €500.000.
As of today, the fund has provided 10% IRR on average since inception to
the fund investors

Commercial Fund 2 *
2019

AV. DA LIBERDADE / Lisbon

The second Commercial Fund has been established in January 2019 with
a diversified portfolio investment strategy, both geographically and asset
wise. It is a 6 year closed-end fund with a minimum investment size of
€350.000.
The fund’s investment strategy focus in prime retail assets either yielding
or under development, with tenants such as cafes, restaurants, touristic
shops and classic retailers. The fund closed with 52M€ with more than
150 investors. The fund is 95% invested in Portugal between under
development and yielding retail units. For more information, contact us
at sales@optylonkrea.com.

Confidential

*All funds are duly regulated by the Portuguese Capitals Market (“ CMVM”)
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The Team

NEXT Capital Fund
2021

Previous
Fund
Advisory
Experience

NEXT Capital Fund* manages by STAG has been established in
January 2021 with a diversified portfolio investment strategy, both
geographically and asset wise. NEXT is a 6 year closed-end fund
with a minimum investment size of €200.000.

LOGISTICS ASSET/ Lisbon

The fund’s subscription period is currently opened and should
close at the end of June 2022 with a €75 million target capital
value.
NEXT will invest in prime commercial assets including but not
limited to high-street retail, logistics and specialised offices such as
health centers and co-working spaces.
NEXT’s investment strategy will target opportunistic investments
and will take advantage of the expected post Covid-19 rebound in
Portugal, mainly Lisbon, as well as in other European cities such as
Madrid, Barcelona, Milan, Athens & Istanbul with excellent
investment & growth potential.

COMMERCIAL ASSET / Lisbon

*All funds are duly regulated by the Portuguese Capitals Market (“ CMVM”)

Confidential
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Appendices
I. Why Portugal
II. Residency Program
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Why Portugal
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Why Portugal

Great Place to Be
Portugal’s popularity grew exponentially in the past few years. It has become not only a notable
place to visit, but more and more people are now choosing to establish their home

Good Weather

Almost 300 sunny
days per year.
Moderate winters and
ward summers.
Covering more than
850km,
the Portuguese coast
boasts a large
number of fine, white
sandy beaches
Confidential

Place to Be

Portugal is
becoming a popular
destination for
tourists and a top
relocation option in
Europe.
298,175 Foreign
Residents were
calling Portugal their
home in 2019

Security & Stability

Exemplary Political
stability and ranked
3rd most peaceful
country in the world.
Portuguese people
are tolerant and
welcoming.

Quality of Life

Portugal offers the
most affordable prices
in Western Europe,
while also offering top
level services,
including outstanding
education and one of
the best healthcare
system in the world.
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Why Portugal

Portugal is in a unique location
and attracts many with its high
quality of life, good healthcare,
low crime rate, zero taxes on
pensions and mild climate.

Much like the tourism boom
that started in 2013, Portugal is
now making its way to lists
such as «best places to retire in
Europe» and «best places of the
future for work».
According to Cognizant’s latest
study, Portugal’s largest city is
at once an aspirational tech
innovator and a must-live city
for Europe’s young workforce.
Confidential
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Why Portugal
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Why Portugal

Great Place to Invest
Portugal’s popularity grew exponentially in the past few years. It has become not only a notable
place to visit, but also a great place to invest

Golden Visa Program

Growing Tourism

Promising Economy

Booming Real Estate

Portugal’s Residency by
Investment program is
amongst the best in the
world with a minimum
stay requirement of 1
week per year and the
right to citizenship after
5 years.

Before Covid-19,
Portugal’s tourist
numbers have risen
uninterruptedly for
eight years. In 2019,
Portugal received
20m visitors/year.

Unemployment rate has
been reduced by 50%
between 2012 and 2019.
Forecasts indicate that,
at the end of 2022, the
GDP should return to
the same level as 2019.

In 2019, Portugal was
western Europe’s most
dynamic property market
thanks to tax incentives
for foreign buyers and
Golden Visa program,
according to Bloomberg.
Between 2018 and 2019,
house prices rose by 11%.

Confidential
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Why Portugal

From the ashes of the financial
crisis, Lisbon has reinvented itself
as a global hub of innovation
thanks to its impressive
economic recovery. Portugal’s
GDP is back to pre-crisis levels,
unemployment rate fell by over
53% over the last decade and the
country is now in the target of
many foreign companies, High
Net worth individuals and skilled
young professionals.

Lisbon is bidding to become the
next «Silicone Valley». Combining
massive government funding in
the startup ecosystem with the
growing number of skilled
workers. The capital has been
able to attract major tech
Groups such as Amazon and
Google and the web summit in
2016.
Confidential
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Why Portugal
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Golden Visa Program
Your Gateway to Life, Business and Travel in the European Union

Investing in Prima
Europe Fund, a simple
path to obtaining the
5th strongest Passport
in the world
Access to the GV Program by investing

€500,000
Confidential
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Golden Visa

A five-year
investment-based
Residency program
for non-EU nationals
✓

Beneficiary’s rights admissible to
spouse, dependent children and
parents

✓

5 years to citizenship*

✓

Minimum stay requirement of 7 days
per year

✓

Right to reside, work and study in
Portugal

✓

Right to travel without visa through the
European Union (26 countries in the
Schengen area)

*A2 level Portuguese language test required

Confidential

*

Source: Law no. 23/2007, 4th July, article 3rd no. 1 paragraph d).
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Golden Visa

Attractive Investment Migration
Program
Portugal Golden Visa Program*
Private Equity Fund

Investment options

Minimum Investment

▪ €500,000 for the acquisition of
units of investment funds or
venture capital funds committed
to the capitalization of companies
incoop. under the Portuguese law
with a maturity of at least five years
and with a least 60% of the
investment portfolio in companies
with a head office in the national
territory

Property Acquisition*

Capital Contribution

▪ A real estate purchase with a minimum
value of €500,000
▪ A real estate purchase with a minimum
value of €350,000 for the refurbishment of
properties older than 30 years or in an area
of urban regeneration, including the cost of
renovations

€1,5 million transfer into a
Portuguese bank account or
approved investment options

*Eligible locations for Residential property
acquisition excludes major cities such as Lisbon or
Porto and coastal towns of the mainland.

€ 559,000

€ 500,000

€ 1,500,000

IMT

0%

6,5%

0%

Stamp Duty

0%

0,8%

0%

Registration & Notary Cost

0%

0,2%

0%

0%

€ 20,000

0%

€ 3,000

€ 5,000

€ 3,000

€ 56,000

€ 56,000

€ 56,000

€ 559000

€ 617,760

€1,559,000

Furniture
Lawyer Fees
Golden Visa Government Fees
(over 6 years)

TOTAL Investment

* Golden Visa application costs should be added and depend on the number of applicants and legal consultancy fees of legal councils.
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Source: Law no. 23/2007, 4th July, article 3rd no. 1 paragraph d).
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PRIMA EUROPE
FUND
Contact us:
sales@optylonkrea.com
advice@stagfundmanagement.com

